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The tiger nut

(Cyperusesculentus L. Var. 
Sativus Boeck)

And who are you? And who are you? 
I haven’t seen you here before.I haven’t seen you here before.

Hi! We are tiger nuts, and we come from Hi! We are tiger nuts, and we come from 
Valencia, Spain.Valencia, Spain.

Do you only live in Valencia?Do you only live in Valencia?

No, we live in all the countries marked in No, we live in all the countries marked in 
the following maps.the following maps.



As you can see, Valencia is the only place As you can see, Valencia is the only place 
in Europe where we are grown, because in Europe where we are grown, because 
there the conditions we need to grow are there the conditions we need to grow are 
met.met.

We like mild temperatures, between 13 and We like mild temperatures, between 13 and 
25°C. That’s why we are planted in April, 25°C. That’s why we are planted in April, 
to avoid the cold of winter. We also like high to avoid the cold of winter. We also like high 
relative humidity (above 65%).relative humidity (above 65%).

That’s why we grow close to the That’s why we grow close to the 
Mediterranean Sea, which provides us Mediterranean Sea, which provides us 
with those conditions.with those conditions.

In its natural stateIn its natural state

Like weedsLike weeds As a cultivated plantAs a cultivated plant



Wait a moment.Wait a moment.

Can you please explain to me a little Can you please explain to me a little 
better how you grow?better how you grow?

Sure! We’ll Sure! We’ll 
explain it to you explain it to you 
now with some now with some 
pictures.pictures.

Great! I love photos.Great! I love photos.

Before planting, the farmer prepares Before planting, the farmer prepares 
the soil for us, bringing in manure and fertilizer and the soil for us, bringing in manure and fertilizer and 
leaving us a soft bed.leaving us a soft bed.

Also, the sandy soil of the fields in that area is Also, the sandy soil of the fields in that area is 
perfect to be able to perfect to be able to 
grow very comfortably grow very comfortably 
until the time comes until the time comes 
for harvesting in for harvesting in 
November.November.

Like potatoes, we are tubers, so we Like potatoes, we are tubers, so we 
grow buried under the surface of the grow buried under the surface of the 
soil.soil.



From April to November, although we grow From April to November, although we grow 
quietly under the surface of the soil, the farmer quietly under the surface of the soil, the farmer 
never forgets to water and fertilize us.never forgets to water and fertilize us.

In summer we like freshwater very much.In summer we like freshwater very much.

When the soil is well When the soil is well 
prepared, is when he prepared, is when he 
takes us to the field, takes us to the field, 
burying us about 7 cm burying us about 7 cm 
and 10 cm to one of the and 10 cm to one of the 
other.other.

Although it is not normal, you can also plant us Although it is not normal, you can also plant us 
in a pot.in a pot.



Because we come out so dirty, we need to go Because we come out so dirty, we need to go 
through washing stations to get cleaned up and through washing stations to get cleaned up and 
made beautiful before we introduce ourselves to made beautiful before we introduce ourselves to 
the world.the world.

That’s how clean That’s how clean 
we are.we are.

How well you explain yourselves! And tell me, what How well you explain yourselves! And tell me, what 
happens next?happens next?

In November, we are ready to harvest, so the farmer In November, we are ready to harvest, so the farmer 
uses a machine that he makes in Valencia, especially uses a machine that he makes in Valencia, especially 
for our harvest.for our harvest.



You can also find us in ice creams, oils, modern cuisine You can also find us in ice creams, oils, modern cuisine 
dishes, and even in chocolate!dishes, and even in chocolate!

You can also eat us directly as a dry fruit or You can also eat us directly as a dry fruit or 
after soaking us for a few hours.after soaking us for a few hours.

Most of us are turned into a Most of us are turned into a 
TIGER NUT HORCHATA, a TIGER NUT HORCHATA, a 
fresh drink prepared with tiger fresh drink prepared with tiger 
nuts, water, and sugar.nuts, water, and sugar.

I don’t know if you know this, but many people consider I don’t know if you know this, but many people consider 
us a superfood. We have a high content of starch us a superfood. We have a high content of starch 
and amino acids, as well as being rich in minerals such and amino acids, as well as being rich in minerals such 



Great!Great!

You have convinced me. You will have You have convinced me. You will have 
a little corner in my school garden.a little corner in my school garden.

Great! I’m sure you’ll take Great! I’m sure you’ll take 
great care of us. See you in great care of us. See you in 
a few months.a few months.

And as we have neither And as we have neither 
lactose nor gluten, we can be lactose nor gluten, we can be 
consumed by most people.consumed by most people.

The tiger nut milk is a complete drink in the diet The tiger nut milk is a complete drink in the diet 
of children and teenagers. Because of its content of of children and teenagers. Because of its content of 
calcium, iron, magnesium, and phosphorus, it is very calcium, iron, magnesium, and phosphorus, it is very 
suitable for you.suitable for you.

as phosphorus, magnesium, potassium, and iron, in as phosphorus, magnesium, potassium, and iron, in 
addition to unsaturated fats and proteins.addition to unsaturated fats and proteins.
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